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De-selection delayed, like to ·go through Noisno
Volume 101 Number 37

by EVAN BEVINS

reporter
The Library Committee is
working to ensure book deselection isn't atopic of discussion at Faculty Senate meetings in the year 2000.
In response to arecommendation from Dr.William Westbrook,
professor of sociology and
anthropology, at the Oct.28 senate meeting, the committee has
drafted a recommendation
addressing future removal of
books from Marshall's libraries.

Marshall University's student newspaper - Celebrating 101 years!

Westbrook's recommendation asked for acomprehensive
list of books being considered
for de-selection to be made
available at least 10 days prior
to their actual removal.
The committee went further,
saying bibliographic information and de-selection criteria
for the books would be accessible afull semester in advance.
"It's in the same spirit as
what Dr. Westbrook intended,
but it's expanding on his original idea to give the faculty
more time to review the mate-

Addition to H.E.L.P
center expected to be
completed '1Y January
by ROBYN JUSTICE

reporter
The addition to the HigheF
Education for Learnin~
Problems m.E.L.P. l center is
scheduled to open by January
2000 for the spring semester.
The H.E.L.P. center is located
in Myers Ha11, at 520 18th St.
The center assists students
with dyslexia, and Attention
Deficit Disorder or developmental learning problems, said
Barbara Guyt·r. director of the
H.E.L.P. program.
The addition will have alarge
computer lab and 17 individual
tutoring rooms. The addition will
add 5,200 square feet to the center's original 7,500 square feet.
"We can accommodate more
students with papers to work
on and who need to work with
computers," said Guyer. About
200 students are enrolled in
the H.E.L.P. program this fall.
"With the new addition, we
will be able to enroll more students and enlarge the medical
H.E.L.P. program," Guyer said.
Marshall offers one ofthe only
programs of assistance to medical students with learning disabilities, such as dyslexia and
ADD.
This program offers a fiveweek training program to med-

ical students at Marshall, as
well as other colleges and universities from around the
country.
The program assists the
medical students with testtaking strategies, reading comprehension and reading speed.
'These are very gifted students,
who usua11y have problems with
reading comprehension or reading speed," Guyer said.
The H.E.L.P. Center addition is expected to cost more
than $750,000, Guyer said.
The money came from private
funding. Guyer said amajority
of the funding came from individuals with apersonal interest in the H.E.L.P program.
Russell Cook, coordinator of
development for the H.E.L.P.
program, said the addition will
nearly double the size of the
existing center. Cook also said
all available space was being
used at the center for studying, test taking and tutoring.
"It's real crowded now," Cook
said. "We have tables set up in
abroom closet."
Veronica Miller, ajunior from
Michigan State University, is
currently enrolled in Marshall's
medical H.E.L.P. program. She
said it is hard to study because
so much space is taken by those
receiving tutoring.

photo by Robyn Justice

Workers from Neighborgall Construction are busy with the
H.E.L.P. center's addition to Myers Hall.

REGISTRATION
CONTINUES

Today: Sophomores R-Z
Friday: Sophomores A-I
Monday: Sophomores J-Q
Nov.16: Freshmen G-L
Nov. 17: Freshmen M-R
Nov. 18: Freshmen S-Z
Nov. 19: Freshmen A-F
Hastudent has any holds
against his or her account,
such as outstanding park•
ing tickets or bbrary fees,
the holds must be taken
care
of before the student is
allowed to register.

"Because of the confusion, it's going to be
delayed for amonth. Ithink it's going to go
through without any problems."

Dr.Library
Michael
P. Castellani,
committee chairman
rials," said Monica Brooks, chairman of the Library
Committee, said he was new to
interim dean of libraries.
The recommendation was not the recommendation process
finished in time for Monday's and didn't realize the recomExecutive Committee meeting, mendation would not be in time
November's meeting.
but it is expected to be on the for"Because
of the confusion, it's
agenda for December.
Dr. Michael P. Castellani, going to be delayed for a

month," he said. "I think it's
going to go through without any
problems."
Books were de-selected to
make room for additions (made
possible by a$500,000 grant) to
the collection as well as to accommodate renovations in the
Morrow Library. Materials are
approved by faculty from the
department they relate to before
being de-selected. Once deselected, materials are donated
to departmental libraries, other
libraries in the state or literacy
programs.
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Travis Horrocks, senior health care management major from South Charleston (left), talks with
recruiting nurses from Charleston Area Medical Center.

Job fair attracts many
reporter
Health and human services
recruiters visited Marshall on
Wed!lesday in an attempt to
fill job demands in health and
human services fields.
The annual Health and
Human Services Job Fair was
in the Don Morris Room of the
Memorial Student Center. The
event, sponsored by the Career
Services Center, had more than
150 attendants.
' The hospitals were recruiting
hot and heavy," said Joe
Marshman, senior career counselor for the Career Services
Center. ' The job market for nurses is rea11y heating up again."
The recruiters agreed.
' The need for nursing is qefinitely increasing," said Matthew
D. Mossburg, assistant administrator for Genesis ElderCare.
"This offers agreat opportunity
for Marshall student's entering
the health care job market."
Travis Horrocks, senior
health
major fromcareSouthmanagement
Charleston,
came to the fair seeking that
opportunity.

"I attended simply because
I'm graduating in the fall," he
said.
"This is an easy way for me
to make contacts and gain an
idea of what these employers
have to offer."
Some of the participants were
the Prest.era Center, Columbia
River Park Hospital, Southern
Ohio Medical Center, Putnam
General Hospital, King's
Daughters Hospital, Trinity
Healthcare Staffing Group Inc.,
and Thomas Memorial Hospital.
The fair originally was for
nursing majors but expanded to
include other aspects of the
health care professions.
Amajority of the job fair
recruiters were seeking students nearing graduation in
nursing and health care fields.
"We're looking predominately
for nurses," said Jeanna
Stowers, recruiting nurse for
Charleston Area Medical Center.
' We've had great success with
Marshal] students and there is
always alarge amount of hiring
from those students."
Norma Rice, human resources
manager from King's Daughters
Hospital said the addition of

new facilities at the hospital
would ptov'icte more jobs for area
students.
"Along with our need for registered nurses, we are seeking
related graduates in the different
facets of health care," Rice said.
In addition to the regional
health care providers, Trinity
Healthcare Staffing Gro1,1.p Inc.,
an agency based in Florence, S.C.,
was recruiting at Marshal] for the
first time.
"We're looking for flexible
nurses who want to relocate,"
said Tamara Toler, office administrator for the agency.
' This is our first time at
Marshall, but the response has
been excellent."
Marshman said the combination of graduate and undergraduate attendants pleased
the recruiters.
"Students and recruiters
seemed happy with what took
place today," he said.
"It's encouraging to see the
turnout of so many undergraduates. Many were here to
network and get their faces
and names known and that's
the biggest part of the jobsearch."

poetry collections such as
"Objects ofAffection" and ' Where
We Stand: Women Poets on
Literary Tradition."
"It ['Flying Blind1 deals with
the human condition with aplayful style," Art Stringer, English
professor, said.
Bryan's work has appeared in
"American Poetry Review," "The
Nation," ' The Ohio Review," ' The
Atlantic" and several other journals, according to anews release.
Stinger said the reading is
another chance for Marshall
students to experience diversity
and gain advantages from it.
"We should have contemporary voices coming to Marshall,"

Stinger said. "Our students
have the right to experience
that. This is achance to experience it like it was intended."
The Visiting Writer's Series
entertains two or three writers
each semester. Stringer said that
puts Marshall on par with top
universities across the nation.
"While students are here,
they can hear adozen different
voices. Places that have nationally-known faculty have. these
readings all the time," he said.
Bryan currently teaches in the
creative writing program at Ohio
University. Her books will be on
sale at the reading and are also
available at the MU Bookstore.

Poet Sharon Bryan will be
on campus today at 8p.m.
in the Shawkey Room of the
Memorial Student Center.

,by AARON E. RUNYON

Poet to be added to list of distinguished visitors
by RYAN WHEELER

reporter
Marshall is bringing another
big name speaker to Huntington.
After such well-known people
as Homer Hickam, John Walsh
and Jackie Joyner-Kersee came
to campus this year, the Visiting
Writer's Series is adding noted
poet Sharon Bryan to Marshall's
list of impressive names.
Bryan will read from her work
at 8p.m. today in the Shawkey
Room of the Memorial Student
Center.
She is the author of four books,
including her latest, "Flying
Blind." Her other works include

Page edited by Butch Barker

Women's Center
plays host to sexual
assault discussion
by HEATHER MOONEY

reporter
No means no.
That was the message at the
lunch bag seminar sponsored
by the Women's Center on
Wednesday.
The room was crowded with
people listening to Kia Pruitt discuss "How to help afriend who
has been sexually assaulted."
Pruitt is amember of the Rape
Crises Counseling Team for
Contact, acare service for anyone"Itin doesn'
need. t matter if you
know the person," Pruitt said.
"If you say no, no means no. If
anybody tries to force you to
have sexual contact with them,
that is called rape."
In the United States rape
occurs every six minutes. That
leaves alot of people dealing with
the aftermath of sexual assault.
The stages a person goes
through after sexual assault
have been given aname- rape'
trauma syndrome.
People deal with assault in
the best way they know how.
According to the rape trauma
syndrome, they can react with
tears or laughter.
Aperson with expressed reaction can display shock. disbelief,
anger
or uncontrollable tears.
A person with controlled
responses can hide emotions by
acting calm, composed or conPlease see HOW, P3

photo by Lil ian L. Wil is

The "Marshall High School
Roll of Honor" monument will
be dedicated in the memory of
World War II veterans.

Monument for
WWII veterans
to be ·unveiled
by LILLIAN L. WILLIS

reporter
Students on campus today
may hear a-21-gun salute or
"Taps" being played.
The "Marshall High School
Roll of Honor" monument will be
unveiled at 1p.m. in memory of
World War II veterans who graduated from Marshall High
School <MHSl.
' We wanted this whole thing to
come together so we could have
the dedication on Veteran's Day."
LTC Steve Redmond said. "It
looks like it's going to happen."
The monument will be featured next to Jenkins Hall. The
building once housed MHS, a
private K-12 school taught by
Marshall College students and
faculty, said Larry Froelich,
professor and dean of the
College of Education. Many
MHS
graduates from 1938-44
served in WWII.
'l\vo of these students, George
Simms Keller (class of 1939) and
John Hamilton Christian (class
of 1940), lost their lives in battle.
In 1946. Christian's parents gave
Marshall aplaque that listed the
nan1es of all MHS graduate:,; who
served in the war.
Please see WWII, P3

E.T. bumped by mega-million
dollar hit, 'Titanic'
LOS ANGELES (AP) - E.T., phone home: You've been

2

bumped down to No. 3on the all-time domestic box office list.
"Titanic" topped the North American box office for the 10th
weekend in arow with $21 million, according to industry estimates Sunday by Exhibitor Relations Co. Inc. That gives the
film atotal of $402.5 million, good enough to pass "E.T. The
Extra Terrestrial" at $399.8 million and move into the No. 2spot.
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Student
sentenced
to
25
years
iJudgen primaysonincreasetorKinkel'higs h school shooting
sentence up to 195Finalmore
years
arguments by defense
by JEFF BARNARD

The Associated Press
EUGENE, Ore. - Though
he was lauded as a hero for
tackling Kip Kinkel and stopping the carnage at Thurston
High School, Jake Ryker could
find little peace or understanding more than ayear later.
"I don't care if you're sick,
you're insane or crazy," Ryker,
who was shot in the chest and
hand, told the 17-year-old
Kinkel in court on Tuesday. "I
can't stand here and look at you
without wanting to kill you."
Ryker was on~ of the 50 victims - most of the 25 students
shot by Kinkel in a May 21,
1998, rampage and many of
their parents - who stood one
by one Tuesday and expressed,
many with tears and anger,
their: desire that he spend the
rest of his life in prison.

lawyers fighting to give the
17-year-old gunman ahope of
one day going free were
expected today.
Kinkel has pleaded guilty to
four counts of murder for killing
his parents and two students,
and 26 counts of attempted murder. He agreed to serve 25 years
in prison for the murders.
The judge has the option of
adding up to 195 years for the
attempted murders, for a total
of 220.
Doctors called by the defense
testified earlier that they found
Kinkel to be aparanoid schizophrenic driven to kill by hallucinations and could be treated,
though there was no certainty
he could be cured.
Kinkel's victims told him they
thought the voices in his head
were a lie, but the horrors he
had created for each of them

were real.
Unlike earlier in the hearing,
when he hid his face or lay his
head on the table when people
described his crimes, Kinkel sat
up, apparently keeping a
resolve recounted by his sister,
Kristin, to listen to the victims.
When people asked that he look
at them, he complied.
· Jennifer Alldredge said she
had been sitting in the school
cafeteria, talking with friends
about the surprise birthday
party planned for her boyfriend,
Ryker, when she was shot.
She said she was still startled
by loud noises, people stared at
her scars when she wore a
bathing suit and she feels somehow ashamed for what happened to her.
"I hate you, Ihate what you
have done, Ihate what Ih,ave
become because of you,"
Alldredge said. ' I'm so tired of
having all this run my life."
Many parents cried, and one
had to be told by the judge not to
threaten Kinkel. They recounted the fear and horror they had

felt at learning their children
had been shot, and said that fear
still rules their lives. Students
described how their grades had
gone down, old friends had
deserted them and they were
plagued by nightmares.
Despite his heroism, Ryker
said he was plagued by guilt for
not acting quickly enough to
save his friend, Mikael
Nickolauson, who lay dead
underneath a cafeteria table
before Ryker tackled Kinkel.
"I question whether I should
have pulled the trigger" and
killed Kinkel, Ryker said.
Afew expre~sed forgiveness,
but no one expressed any
greater understanding of what
had happened to them all.
"I ask myself every day, Why,
Kip, why?' "said Rebecca Lynn,
whose daughter, Betina, was
almost paralyzed from abullet
to the back and is haunted by
fear. "Why did Itake Betina to
the doctor every week for five
months? Why did you shoot
her? Why did you feel such need
to destroy lives?"

Woman"plea Missing anti-prostitution crusader's
bargains in blood-stained"I'mcarworried.found
near
brothel
I
don't
five church
know what happened
arson cases
to him, if he was
kidnapped or what."
by MARTIN GRIFFITH

TheAssociated Press
RENO, Nev. - Police were
searching for an outspoken antiprostitution crusader whose
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - A bloodstained
Georgia woman has pleaded brothel. car was found near a
guilty to helping a _former
SusanwifeReese,
John Reese, director of
boyfriend start fires at five theMilogroup
Nevada Against
churches.
was last seen by search Tuesday turned up no
Angela Wood of Athens, Ga., Prostitution,
wife, Susan, on Sunday trace of the 54-year-old Reese.
agreed Tuesday in aplea bar- his
when he left for ameeting "I'm worried. I don't know
gain to testify against Jay night,
the Old Bridge Ranch brothel. what happened to him, ifhe was
Scott Ballinger, who is sched- atThe
bordello is located kidnapped or what," Susan
uled to stand trial in February next tolegal
the hotorious, Q.ow-pad- Reese told the Reno Gazetteon charges that he burned 33 locked
Mustang Ranch, which Journal. churches.
over the sum- Reese did not tell his wife
Prosecutors agreed not to was byconfiscated
the federal government. what the meeting was about.
pursue additional charges merWashoe
County sheriff's Lt. Investigators said Reese's car
against Ms. Wood. •
The two were satanists who Doug Gist said a helicopter was found Monday about ahalf
believed setting churches on
fire would created a "new
world order," prosecutors said
in court documents.
Ballinger, 37, is accused of
burning churches in California,
NASHVIl.LE, Tenn. (AP) - from buying eastern coal.
Georgia, Indiana, Kentucky,
Missouri, Ohio, South Carolina Coal miners picketed outside Vice The White House has said
and Tennessee. The arsons President Al Gore's campaign that since Haden delayed implehappened between 1994 and office Tuesday to protest the menting his order pending an
Clinton administration's reneging appeal, legislation was not
this year.
Ms. Wood, 24, pleaded guilty on apromise to overturn acourt needed to ease miners' concerns.
An aviation workers' union
to one federal charge of con- ruling on mine waste.
Members of the United Mine joined the UMW in the protest.
spiracy and four counts of
church arson. She faces up to Workers of America fear U.S. Members of the Professional
District Judge Charles Haden H's Airways Systems Specialists
105 years in prison.
Last month, accomplice ban on West Vrrginia coal compa- said Gore's "reinvention" of govDonald A. Puckett was sen- nies dumping rock and dirt near ernment has made flying more
tenced to 27 months in prison. streams will drive away utilities dangerous.
'•
. .·
.
. .

Miners picket Gore campaign
office to protest broken promise

·fl!untlngton
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~c,114'ge
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Placement is Our Cornerstone
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Limited Enrollment •Financial Aid •Day or Evening Classes
Courses from 9months to 2years
Specialized
Career Training Puts You
In The Job Market Quickly!
•Accounting •Dental Assisting •Medical Assisting
•Computers •Business Management
•Court Reporting •Office Administration
For acatalog, call or write:

900 Fifth Ave., Huntington, WV 25701
www.htgnjrcollege.com
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Former state inspector
indicted on federal
charges of extortion

CHARLESTON (AP) - A Massey started working in the
former state Public Service PSC's Transportation Division in
Commission insp~ctor was November 1997, said Bob Teets,
indicted Tuesday on federal an agency spokesman.
charges of extorting $680 from PSC Chairwoman Charlotte
truckers in exchange for favor- Lane said the agency launched
able safety inspections.
its investigation after receiving
The charges against Sonny several complaints from tractorRay Massey of Seth stem from a trailer operators.
PSC investigation that started in "We have supplied informaJune and ended with his firing in tion from our investigation to
federal authorities looking into
July, the agency said.
The nine-count federal indict- the matter," Lane said in aprement says Massey asked for cash pared statement.
payments ranging from $20 to ~This sort of indictment can,
$150 from truckers who allegedly and sadly, does occur in this
violated various safety and opera- country on occasion and when it
tion requirements.
does. you must take immediate
The indictment says the action in order to correct the
alleged activity occurred near problem and to maintain the
Winfield. The :jtate operates a public trust." Lane said.
truck weigh station on Interstate Massey faces up to 10 years
64 near the Winfield exit.
in jail a~d fines of $2.5 million.

Woman files law suit for
religious discrimination
by REX W. HUPPKE

The Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS -A woman
has filed a federal complaint
against her employer after she
was ordered to stop saying "have
ablessed day" at work.
mile from the brothel.
They said a window was Liz Anderson, an office coordismashed with arock and small nator at USF Logistics, lodged a
traces of blood were found inside discrimination charge with the
Equal Employment Opportunities
and outside the car.
"We're looking at the possi- Commission on Tuesday, saying it
bility he met with foul play was the only way to protect her
and it was possibly connected religious freedom.
to his brothel views," Gist said. "You never know when the Lord
"But it easily could be some- is going to call on you to be his serthing else, so we're looking at vant, to be atool, to be avessel,"
Anderson said. "I'm just trying to
this case very broadly."
Awoman who answered the stay focused on the original situaphone at the Old Bridge Ranch tion, and that is that Iwant to be
on Tuesday said she knew noth- able to say, 'Have ablessed day,'
without the threat of being fired."
ing about the case.
Reese has tried for years ti,•• Anderson has been with the
shut down Nevada's legal Chicago-based shipping and
brothels because he contends warehouse firm for more than
women with AIDS work at three years. She was named
office employee of the year in
them.

c.;!¢0.r-¥:¢.tJ

Indianapolis last year and said
she's been telling peQple to have
blessed days since she started.
In June, she was ordered to
stop.
"This was areligious practice of
hers based on her Christianity,~
said her attorney, Kevin Betz.
"That makes it areligious practice
for which the employer cannot discriminate again::;t and for which
the employer must accommodate
so long as to do so is not an undue
hardship to the business."
All calls Tuesday to USF
Logistics regarding the matter
were directed to the company's
president and chief executive officer, Doug Christensen. He was out
of the country on business and did
not return several messages left
by The Associated Press.
Anderson said she hopes her
legal efforts can set aprecedent
for others who share her religious views.
"Ilove my job," she said. "But
Ilove my God more.''

Homes For Rent

2nd
floor
2BR
Furn.
Small
L/R Deck.
- Kit.Effie.
combo.
All1
Electric.
Clean.
offstreet
parking
space.
Block walk to campus.1
$325/mo
522-4327 + electric&water.
Highlawn Apts. 1,2,3,4,5
BR
arrangements
or newly
whole
houses.
Some
remodeled.
Rates.
525-6255Reasonable
Apartment
for Rent.Large
Across
1oror
2from
BR.new
AllLibrary.
electric.Call$225529$455
per
month.
3800
2
Female
Rommates
2Close
BRs available
in a1546
4wanted.
BR apt.
to campus,
6th
Ave.
$225
per
person
all
utilities
paid.
Call
522-3383
10am -5pm.
Tired
of allRitter
the Roommates
&noise?
Park.system
1BR
apt. w/security
1cottage
year
lease,
1preferred.
quiet, mature,
non-smoker
No
pets. christian landlord. 5223187
University Courtyard
sublease abailable
1furnished
BR in 4immediatly!
BR apt. completely
$380/month
includes
ALL
UTILITIES!
rentforis Brooke.
Paid!! CallNovember
697-0761
ask

C:.fi. £::_. . . . . .
Hornes For Sale

~

ForBR,Sale11/22story
Brick House
3Beautiful
BA, Dining
Room,
Wood
Staircase,
Porch
and
Attic.
Collis
Avenue.
$57,500 Call 696-2762
t

Spring
Break
Free
Trips,Jamaica,
Free 2000
Meals
Drinks.
Cancun,&
florida,
Barbados,
Bahamas.
for FREE
2Book
Freenow
BookMeals
Before&
Dec.
17 Trips
for lower
Prices!!
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com
SKI
-Canaan
Valley
WestTRIPS
Virginia.
Great
rates
include
locfging
and
lift
tickets.
1-800-882-0689
or email us at
trips@mountainconnection.com
Browse icP,t,com
for
Springbreak
'2000". ALL
destinations
offered.
Trip&
Participants,
Student
Orgs,
Campus
Sales
Repshotels
wanted.&
Fabulous
parties,
prices.
Call
Inter-Campus
800327-6013
GO
DIRECT!
#1
Internetbased company
offering
WHOLESALE
Spring
Brea!<
packages
by
eliminating
middlemen!
All
Destinations!
Guaranteed
800-367
-1252 Lowest Price!
www.springbreakdirect.com

Miscellaneous

NOW
HEARused
THISCD'
Buys
Sells
and
s, Tapes
and Trades
Records
everyday.
Need
some
Music
Need
some
Cash?
Now522-0021
Hear This 1141
Fourth Ave.

FOR
Cl
A
SSIFIEO
ADVQT/11111
,,..CAU2273

Now
HiringwillFull-Time
and
Part-time
work
you
around
schoolmoney
schedule.
Earn
top
and
bonuses.
Hiring
hostesses,
waitresses,
mixers,Apply
dancers
and
bartenders.
After
3pm
Monday
Saturday,
SundaY.s after
6pm.s Club,
Lady
Godiva
Gentlemen'
Barboursville 736-3391
How
doessound
$800/week
extra
income
to you?
Amazingly
profitable
opportunity. Send
selfaddressed
stamped
envelope
to: Island
International
1375
Coney
Ave.,
PMB #427, Brooklyn, NY
11230
Now
Herding
for
Night
Shift.
AllianceCompetitive
Researce.
Flexible Hours!
Wages!
Paid
Training!
Casual
Dress!
No Alliance
Sales!
Apply
today
Research
301
9th
Street
Ste.
201
Huntington,
WV
25701
Mon-Thurs
8am
-10pm
Fri.
8am
8pm -4pm Sat &Sun 11 am Free
Box for+
Earn Baby
$1200 Boom
Fund raiser
student
groups
organizations.
Earn
U!Call
J to for
$4&
per
MasterCard
app.website.
info
or
visit
our
Qualified
callers
receive
a
free
baby ext
boom
box
1-800932-0528
119
or
ext
125
www.ocmconcepts.com
Two
Fun
FerrettsandFor leave
Sale.
Call
522-8723
message.
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Affairs
University policy shapes Academic
accepting outstanding
learning, professor says faculty
nominations

Page edited by Andrea Copley

by LILLIAN L. WILLIS
· reporter

This semester's third and
final seminar of the Center for
Teaching Excellence indicated
that though professors give the
grades in aclassroom, the students may be the real teachers.
In a talk entitled "Student
Learning: Policies and Pedagogy,"
Dr. Donald G. Creamer 15poke
'Tuesday about ways to promote
student learning.
Creamer is a professor of
higher education and student
affa.irs at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University
in Blacksburg, Va. .
"I work in helping people
work with students," he said.
"So now you know what perspective I'm coming from when
you hear what Ihave to say.''
Creamer spoke to acrowd of
about 25 faculty members in the
Memorial Student Center's
Second Floor Presentations Room

Plfttl&DI

(formerly theAlwnni Lounge).
The policies of the university
shape the learning opportunities students have, he said.
"Many policies don't have to
do with student learning,"
Creamer said. "They have to do
with faculty interest or other
university interests."
He gave the example of a
Virginia Tech motto he had
heard: "Easy to get in, hard to get
out," compared to aUniversity of
Virginia president's speech to an
incoming freshman class in
which he said, 'We're glad you're
here, and we11 do anything we
can to help you graduate."
Another problem, Creamer
said, is the developmental structures of schools, which are not
centered around student learning needs.
"Colleges reward research first,
and teaching maybe," he said.
Creamer talked about historical areas in which education has
been studied, such as class size

SGA
time capsule item deadline set again
The deadline has been reset VHS video tapes, car decals,

for the Student Government
A-;sociation time capsule.
The final date to submit an
item is Friday.
Sen. Adrian Cain, College of
Education and Human Se£Vices,
said because of limited donations, the deadline already has
been extended once.
All student organizations
have been invited to submit an
item no larger than an 81/2inch by 11-inch sheet ofpj:iper.
Cain suggests small books,

cassettes, CDs, group pictures
or organization symbols.
"Because of the lack of student support, we are extending
our invitation to any offices on
campus and even to the different colleges," Cain said.
Items may be dropped off in
the SGA Office, MSC 2W29B.
Adate for burial will be set
after the Friday deadline.
The time capsule will be
retrieved in the year 2037, on
Marshall's 200th Anniversary.

LOOKING FOR LEADERS
The Department
ofis
Residence
Services
acceptingAdvisor
applications
for
Resident
Positions.
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and lectures versus discussions.
He said these factors may influence student learning, but are
all conditional on the student.
"If a student wants to complete a degree, there's hardly
anything we can do to keep
them from doing so," he said.
"At the same time, if astudent
wants to leave, there's nothing
we can do to keep them here."
Creamer encouraged contact
between students and faculty.
"When (this) occurs, both
have gains," he said.
He suggested giving responsibility to students in classroom
settings, as well as building
connections between clm;ses
and outside experiences.
"Students don't see the connection," he said. "They don't
know why what they're doing is
relevant."
commended
Marshall
for
theHeamount
of''gathering
spaces·•
on campus, places allowing students to congregate and relate to

one another.
It is important for teachers to
get away from teaching, and be
more concerned with student
learning, he said.
"You should spend less time
filling (class space) with data
and teacher thoughts," he said.
"And more time with students
talking about it."
He gave three suggestions to
improve this learning:
•
Create environments supporting learning.
•
Create compelling contexts
and situations.
•Thinking
Stimulate student thinking.
was the idea he
stressed the most.
"Socrates would be proud of us
that we finally figured it out that
thinking is the key," he said.
Elaine Baker, director of the
Center of Teaching Excellence,
said she has planned on having
other seminars for next semester, but an advanced schedule
is not available.
erected on the northeast side of
Jenkins.
Advanced Building Restorations ofSouth Point, Ohio, was
contracted to clean 'the plaque
From page 1
set it on a large stone,
The plaque used to hang in a and
said.
stairwell of Jenkins, Redmond Redmond
Another
stone was placed
said. Aretiring Marshall profes- beside the plaque.
second
sor sent an e-mail to then- stone was engravedThe
awar
President J. Wade Gilley, sug- scene as well as thewith
names
gesting the plaque be displayed community contributors. of
more prominently on campus.
what the
Gilley forwarded the e-mail to "I neversaidrealized
until just now,''
Redmond in the ROTC office. plaque
said
David
Muth,
owner
of the
Redmond contacted Froelich,
and 1984 Marshall
who agreed to have amemorial company
graduate. "It's really sad.''

WWII
plaque
rededicated
•
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Compensadon
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•Free single room and

Trade your pac
of Cigarettes
fora.

fullamonth
meal plan
•
$40
stipendand
•Valuable
leadership
work experience

by KIMBERLY DUMONT
reporter

The Office ofAcademic Affairs
is accepting nominations for the
Dr. Charles E. Hedrick Outstanding Faculty Award.
Nominees must be afull-time
faculty member, with aminimum
of seven years teaching experience at Marshall.
Nominees also must have a
record of outstanding classroom
teaching, scholarship, research
and creative activities.
"Students mav feel free to
nominate (faculty members),"'
said Dr. Francis Hensley, associate vice president of acad~mic
affairs. Students must identify
themselves on the nomination
form, she said.
"Of course other faculty and
staff can make nominations as
well," Hensley said.
The winner of the award will
receive $3,000, Hen::;ley said.
"It's acash award; all of the
teaching awards are cash
awards," Hensley said.
According to apress release.

How
to help
a
friend
•From page 1

fused. Others laugh ne1yously.
"Is it socially acceptable for
you to go out and tell people
you've been raped?" Pruitt
asked. "You're taught to not go
out and tell people what goes
on behind closed doors."
That may be the reason.
Pruitt said, that 96 percent of
rapes go unreported.
Another reason is becau:;e in
most cases of rape the victim
knows the rapist.
"Women are expected to keep
it nice,'' Laura Haynes. agraduate assistant in the Women's
Center, said.
There is nothmg pleasant
about dealing with the symptoms
of sexual assault. The symptom:;
vary from physical and psychological to sexual and social.
Victims can suffer from pain,
flashbacks and insomnia.
Others develop a fear of
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being intimate with others and
cut themselves off from the
world around them.
Choosing to take legal action
against someone for sexual
assault is apersonal decision,
but seeking help can be at
great benefit, according to the
Women's Center.
Perhaps afriend has come to
you for help or you may know
someone who is dealing with
rape. There are ways to help.
It i: ; important to believe him
or her. express compassion. Qnd
encourage her to get support,
the Center said. The person
needs to know the feeling:; that
he or she have are normal.
The Women's Center offers
free counseling services to all
students. More information is
available by calling the Women·s
Center at 696-3338.
Contact proYide::; free rape
counseling to the community.
Contact also offers a 24-hour
help line, which can be reached
at 523-3448.
"It takes time, but there is
hope," Pruitt said.

FALL
SPECIAL
Computer
Imaging

GOODIE BAG?

Pick up your application at the
front desk of any residence hall,
or in the Department of Residence
Services office in Laidley Hall.

the award is made possible by a
grant from :\Iary Jo and
Charles B. Hedrick. whose
father. Dr. Charles E. Hedrick.
is the namesake of the award.
Charle::; E. Hedrick was ahistory professor at Man,hall and
a founder of the Graduate
School on the Huntington campus. Hensley said.
Afaculty committee will
choose the winner, Hensley
said. The committee will give
priority to profe::;sors from the
Department of History, the
Lewis College of Businesi:;, and
the Family and Consumer
Science program, according to a
press
"(Therelease.
benefactor::;) asked that
we give priority to the three fields
because they have connections to
those fields," Hensley said.
Nomination forms are available in the Office of Academic
Affairs or on the Web site at
http://www.marshall.edu/academic-affairs/hedrick. htm.
Nomination forms are due to
Hensley Nov. 30 in the Office of
Acade~ic Affairs.
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''Socrates wouldbe proud of us
that we finally figured it out that
thinking is the key."
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THEIR VIEW
High school
crosses line
with students'
•
suspensions

-Or. Donald G. Creamer,
professor of higher education
and student affairs at Virginia Tech
Page edited by Jacob Messer
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Cellular phones:
Reach out and
turn themoff

Staff Editorial
The Daily Athenaeum
West Virginia University

(U-WIRE) MORGANTOWN,W.Va. Once again, a school board has crossed
the line that separates discipline from
stupidity.
At Eisenhower High School in Decatur,
Ill., seven students were suspended from
classes after fighting at afootball game.
The problem with the school board's
decision? They were suspended for at
least one year and possibly two. Jesse
Jackson has taken U{> the students' cause,
along with teachers, law officials and
many other upstanding members of the
Decatur community.
Although the students are black,
Jackson says the issµe is not one of race,
but one of fair treatment. He's absolutely
right, and·the 6,000 ·people who attended
a rally held for the students' reinstatement obviously agree.
This is one of the rnost ridiculous decisions ever made in the history of 20th century education. Of course, the students
deserved to be punished - violence is
never something that should be condoned.
Keeping the students out of school for
the remainder of their formative years,
however, is acruel joke at best.
Even the county sheriff, Roger Walker,
said the punishment was much worse
than anything the legal system would
have done to the offenders. The problem
here, at least at first glance, is afailure to
agree oh reality.
These students, according to most
observers, engaged in a fistfight.
According to the school board president,
the incident was a "mob action that
endangered the lives of 100 to 200 people." However, even she noted that there
were not any reported injuries.
Also, the board stated they did what
was best for the rest of the students. How
basically ending the educational career of
seven young people benefits the rest of
the student population is definitely a
question that needs to be addressed.
Curious how much these students
hated each other? They all appeared
together to protest their expulsions.
Regardless of the consequences, if these
kids really had as much hatred and violence in them as the school board would
have us believe, that would definitely not
have happened.
By refusing these students readmission
into high school, theschool board has basically ruined the lives of those young men.
Ifs almost impossible to recover one's
reputation from that kind of disciplinary
action at another high school and even
more impossible to get into college with
that kind of mark on one's permanent
record. It's decisions like these that encourage delinquency and hamper advancement
of many of America's youths.
The school board's decision is an incompetent one. It's one that stems from the
illusion of power so common among people that deal with students.
Regardless of how powerful those board
members believe they are, they need to
realize that even they should not be able
to destroy the lives of young people.
Sadly enough, they probably never will.

Editorial

Please keep letters to the editor no longer
than 250 words. Longer letters may be used
as guest columns at the editor's discretion.
All letters must be signed and includean
address or phone number for confinnation.
Letters may be edited for libelous statements, available space or factual errors.

Sophomore claims
African Americans
notAs anrecognized
African American stu-

CAMPUS VIEW

dent here at Marshall Iam
appalled at the way blacks athletes from the past are treated.
On Homecoming weekend the
Black Legends Awards Banquet
was held and there was no one
from the campus media to even
cover the story. Furthermore,
there was not anything in The
Parthenon about the event.
As an African American student
Ifeel our black athletes as well as
all the other minority athletes or should Isay all other athletes
of color - should be recognized
and given more attention than
they are given now.
Things were done to recognize
the other Hall of Fames, but
why not give the Black Legend
Hall of Fame some coverage.
What is it with gi\-:ing honor to
whom honor is due. What wi.11
come of people like Giradie
MeFcer, Doug Chapman and
Llow Turner, along with other
black athletes who will one day
need to be awarded by the uni:versity they so diligently play
hard for now and.later find out
the Hall of Fames are passing
them by and the only organization to acknowledge them is the
Black Legends Hall of Fame? But
The Parthenon fails to even put
it on its front page or any page.
Something to think about.
And it should be newsworthy
because it will allow students to
really see there's positive things
African American athletes and
students are doing on campus.
- Jasper N.Black,
Huntington sophomore
Editor's note: The Parthenon
1l·as net·er told about the Black
Legends Hall of Fame banquet.
In the future, u·e ask the group to
tell us at least a1l·eek in advance
to give us achance to cover such
worthy events.
As far as The Parthenon failing
to recognize African American
athletes and "other athletes of
color,'' please refer to the first issue
of The Parthenon this fall - the
annual football preview issue and read.
The Parthenon editor Jacob
Messer wrote four feature stories
on four of the premier players on
the team. Of those four, three
were African Americans Giradw Mercer, Doug Chapman
and Rogers Beckett.

~

Furthermore, instead of the normal football stories about their
physical abilities, Messer wrote of
Mercer's Christian beliefs, Chap·
man's handling of the pressure he
faces playing next to Chad Pe1111ington and Beckett's emergence
from atroubled childhood to his
present success on and offthe field.
The Parthenon strives to cover
all athletes fairly and inuites read·
ers to check the back issues and
make up their own minds.

her name twice in typographical
errors.
The Parthenon strives to tell
the truth. Ourjob is to inform the
public. and sometimes we cannot
wait until all sources decide to
return phone calls. Cline was
given several opportunities to
present her side of the story but
chose not to.

about the disc jockey being suspended because of explicit lyrics
and about the article about the
newsreporter being wrong for airing the story about Wl\,1UL (88.U.
Well to be truthful if anyone
knows anything about the news
business, then one would know
that areporter is assigned by
his/her news editor to interview
or do astory on certain topics of
the day. Therefore, it's not like
Carrie Cline chose to do that particular story. And also if you all
saw the story then you would
know that Cline didn't say she
heard the radio that night, she
said someone heard the songs
play and called and complained.
so if you are going to write astory
then you need to get it right.
Because when you write
things about people you need to
let the public know the truth. If
you think about it, you all even
misspelled Cline's name wrong
twice in the article.
And last but not least Ithink if
you were unable to get aphone
call back from her that same day
you all should have waited to
write the story, not try and meet
some type of deadline just to
have news to write about! So
understand that as long a1:, the
campus media gives the public
misguided information, then the
students reading the information
will have misguided views.
- Jasper N.Black,
Huntington sophomore
Editor's note: To clarify, Came
Cline told The Parthenon reporter
Ryan Wheeler that she did indeed
hear the radio that night and confirmed the explicit lyrics with her
sources. Second, WMUL station
director Todd McCormicll told the
reporter no one called the station
and complained.
The Parthenon did misspell

through his allotted time.
In away, Ifelt like if Igot him
off stage (and how to get him off
stage was a big concern), how
would that appear? Iknow that
rules are rules, but when dealing with such a delicate situation, it became more difficult.
He did have aright to perform.
Whether or not it was agood performance is hard to say. \v11en
you come to events'9ll.ch as talent
shows, if you are not very good or should I say refined - you
should expect laughter and discussion at your expense.
You may think your perfonnance
is great, but as a performer you
have to keep in mind what will win
over acrowd. In the instance of our
subject who sang of being "crip~
pied" and how 'jocks must die,'' I
would hope he didn't think he
would have achance at winning.
On the other hand, Iwould think
he performed just to have his message get across and be heard.
Also, those who were in the audience who felt laughing and rudeness was inappropriate should
take note of this: The original idea
was to score each contestant with a
number after each performance.
This idea was taken from the show
"Say What Karaoke" on MTV
Now, Iask you, what would be
more harsh? Should we have gotten him off stage or scored him in
front of everyone? Think to yourself what his score might have
been and then think about how
the audience might have reacted
after his score was posted?
- Dennis Hicks,
Inkster, Mich., graduate student
Letters sent to Campus View must
not exceed 250 words. Opinion
pieces longer than 250 words may
be used as guest columns and published elsewhere on this page.

Talentshow was
fair,
says
Student disagrees As thestudent
master of ceremonie1:, of
with coverage of really
the Homecoming Talent Show, I
didn't know what to do
WMULstory
when the contestant in the
Iam responding to the article wheelchair continued to play
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The Parthenon - Letters
311 Smith Hall,
Huntington, WV 25755

Fax us your opinions at
(304) 696-2519.
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Call The Parthenon at

(304) 696-6696.

Technology has given us so many things.
It has given us microwaves, which enable
cooking-challenged people, such as myself,
the ability to fix ameal.
Technology has given us computers, which
help people write better paper1:,, design better
presentations and such.
Technology has made the world in which we
live much easier than it was five years ago. It
also has made the world more complex and
irritating. One of the most irritating gadgets
is the cell phone.
I used to think people carried around cell
phones to make themselves look and feel
important. but then the things started to ring.
'I,'hen Irealized people actually use the things.
They talk on their cell phones while they're driving, while they're walking and even in class.
, I heard one person tell about someone else
who answered a cell phone during a movie.
That is anew low for the human race.
Iunderstand people feel they must be within
reach at all times, but are most phone calls
that important? There are few phone calls that
can't wait an hour or two. I don't know why
anyone would want to be that available. It just
strikes me odd that people feel they need to be
amilable all the time. The bright side is with
the boom of cell phones maybe an1:,wering
machines will become extinct. But Idoubt it.
This is the first semester Ican recall aprofessor on the first day of class instructed students to turn off their cell phones. I didn't
know that cell phones were that common. But
how quickly Iam to learn.
I'd like to make asmall suggestion to those
that carry the cell phones everywhere. Turn
your cell phone off for just aday and see wha
happens. I can assure you that the sky will
not fall because your cell phone is off and your
significant other can't reach you.
If it is your boss that calls, then I wouldn't
turn the phone on in the first place. Having a
boss leave a message is one thing, but how
can you have alife if your boss has your cell
phone number?
Ilike to stay connected as much as the next
per::,on, but I don't want to stay in touch all
the time. I'm sure some people are required to
have acell phone by their boss, but not everyone. Ifs just initating to be in a restaurant
eating and out of nowhere a phone rings at
the next table. And then the person starts to
hold aconversation while you struggle to cat
your lasagna and not listen.
Cell phones are like the Internet though.
and they will only become more common as
time goes on. I usually don't try to look into
the future, but I'm pretty sure on this bet.
And Iwill still resist gettingone as long w,;
possible. Then again, I could just be jealous
that everyone else is so much more important
than Iam.

;
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Herd Hoops 1999-2000

As the men's and women's basketball teams open their preseasons,
The Parthenon looks at the players and seasons ahead for
Marshall basketball. Watch for The Parthenon'sbasketball preview
issue next Thursday.
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Motor City Bowl is nice, but it could be nicer
Herd opens preseason
by CHARLES SHUMAKER

sports editor
Marshall head basketball
coach Greg White knows
what people say about his
backcourt and what kind of a
team he has this season.
"Talk is cheap," the fourthyear coach said. "I'm excited
abut our opportunities this
season, but we still have to
prove it. You can talk all you
want but your not any good
until you can prove yourself."
The men's basketball team
opens its preseason schedule
today against Sports Tours, a
Lithuanian national team, at
7 p.m. at Cam Henderson
Center. Marshall finished last
season with a 16-11 record
overall and 11-7 in the MidAmerican Conference.
"Our first objective for the
game is to win," White said.
"We can give everyone a
chance to play and give the
new guys some game-type situations."
"We are going to go out and
try to look good," sophomore
Tamar Slay said. "We had an
OK season last year. Nciw we
can start over and have abetter one."
The Thundering Herd has
been predicted to finish fourth
in the MAC this season, aposition no one on the team will
settle for.
Slay said the team has higher
expectations than fourth place.

Coaches
friputonhOld
endship
for game

HUNTINGTON (AP)
Western Michigan coach Gary
Darnell and Marshall's Bob
Pruett have known each other
for 20 years. They plan to put
aside their friendship for afew
hours when the Mid-American
Conference powers meet
Saturday.
Western Michigan (7-2, 6-0
MAC West) has clinched its
division and aberth in the MAC
championship game Dec. 3at
Marshall Stadium.
Marshall (9-0,6-0 MAC East)
can set up a second meeting
with the Broncos in the title
game with avictory Saturday.
"Gary and I coach for the big
game," Pruett said. "The game
is the excitement. It just happens to be with aclose friend."
Pruett and Darnell speak
almost daily by telephone.
They talk about a variety of
topics ranging from family to
football.
"We talk alot about our teams
and about the conference,"
Darnell said. "We talk about
how to make things go."
Pruett and Darnell were on the
same defensive staff at Wake
Forest in the 1980s. Pruett was
there from 1983 through 1989,
Darnell in 1986 and 1987.
Both have been successful in
their first permanent head
coaching stints.
In his fourth season,Pruett has
a 46-4 record in which the
Thundering Herd has an NCAA
Division 1-M championship, a
Southern Conference title, two
MAC crowns, two Motor City bowl
appearances and abowl victory.
Darnell, who was interim
head coach at Florida for part of
the 1989 season, has gone 22-9
in two-plus seasons at Western
Michigan, where he was hired
after a five-year stint as the
defensive coordinator at Texas.
Pruett also is close to
Western Michigan defensive
coordinator Chuck Dreisbach,
who was at Wake Forest from
1984 through 1987.

photo by Tern Blair
..
Tamar Slay (1) takes afoul
shot during the Herd's scrimmage game during Thursday
Night Thunder Oct. 21. Joda
Burgess (4) and Deon Dobbs
(34} look on.

"No, no way, we're not
pleased with that," the 6-foot-8
forward said. "We all know
that, we can be better than
that'."
Marshall's regular season
schedule is highlighted by two
rematches, a home game
against Georgia who beat
Marshall ayear ago and aroad

game against the University of
Massachusetts, who lost to the
Thundering Herd last year.
Marshall returns almost all of
its team from the 16-11 squad a
year ago.
Sophomore forward J.R.
VanHoose is coming off knee
surgery but will be ready to
play in the exhibition game.
VanHoose led the Thundering
Herd last season in scoring
and rebounding averaging
14.7 points per game and 8.1
rebounds per game.
The 6-10 center from
Paintsville, Ky. also was an
all-MAC honorable mention
selection as well as a MAC
first-team all-freshman team
selection.
"We have alot of guys back
this year, and the new guys
bring a lot of talent also,"
Slay said. "Monty (Wright)
played at Fork Union, and we
have Sean (Wuller) and
Marques (Evans) who both
bring junior college experience to the team."
Marshall also boasts one of
the best backcourts in the
MAC, with Travis Young and
Cornelius Jackson both returning at the guard positions.
Senior forward Derrick
Wright also enters the season
with the opportunity to become
Marshall's all-time leading
shot blocker.
The Thundering Herd
opens its home schedule Dec. 4
against Radford.

.~~HARLF..S
xwUMAKER
spol1S

editor

Welcome back to earth.
After breaking into the Bowl
Championship Series ranking
when it was announced a few
weeks ago, Marshall is missing in
action among the recent ranking
ofthe Top 15 teams in the country.
Although the Thundering Herd
remains No. 12 in The Associated
Press media poll and No. 11 in the
USA Today/ESPN coaches poll,
the coaches and media don't determine where ateam will go for the
postseason.
Part one of the football dream
season still rolls on as the
Thundering Herd moved to 9-0
by escaping Kent Saturday.
Depending on the performance
this weekend against Western
Michigan, the Herd could find
itself back among the BCS teams,
but who knows where.
Like many other people Ihave
thought all season we have the
best team in the MAC and we11
have to prove that twice against
Western Michigan, Saturday and
in the MAC Championship Dec. 3.
Also,welikehave
manyoneotherof the
people,bestI
think

teams in the country. When can finish, a :MAC Championship
and atrip to Detroit.
we prove that?
Barring a loss to Western But wait, there's more.There
Michigan we will be in the Motor is always an at-large bid in
City Bowl again. Not aproblem. another bowl, probably one with
Detroit is nice I'm sure, but alarger payout anyway but not
quite the cool weather of the
Arizona would be nicer.
Florida would be even better. Motor City. Not adream to lose
AFiesta Bowl representative achampionship but still, with a
looked at us Saturday, but I Top 25 ranking and one loss, a
doubt he was giddy over Kent's bowling we will go.
Third, the Thundering Herd
near-miss at upset-heaven.
Being in the Top 15 in two finishes the regular season 12-0,
major polls has without adoubt wins the MAC, has the longest
caught the eyes of other bowls, winning streak in the nation,
but why does it seem with anoth• has the most wins of any other
er MAC championship, our tick- team this decade and totes on~
of the nation's best quarterets for Detroit are stamped?
What is the possibility the football backs, not to mention one of the
team could continue to the second top defenses.
part of this dream season and do · Destination: The lights and the
what no one ever imagined? How glory of aTop 8finish in the BCS.
about a BCS bid, ashot at the Abowl game in Florida, say the
national title and Cinderella Orange Bowl. Give us Tennessee.
story of the decade - not very Florida or Virginia Tech.We will
likely, but here are some things play them eventually,why wait?
Give us achance now.
that are possible.
First, after defeating Western Well, dreams don't always
Michigan this Saturday and awin cotne true, but just imagine the
over Ohio Nov. 26, the Thundering btagging rights, the see-1-toldHerd could break the Top 10 for you-so's and let's not forget the
the first time in school history and respect the Thundering Herd
have the inside track at winning could gain by finishing the seathe conference championship son in the Top 10 and with a
showdown against Western BCS bowl bid.
Michigan for the third consecutive Charles Shumaker is sports
year (two previous over Toledo). editor for The Parthenon, comSecond, the Thundering Herd ments can be sent to himat
loses to Western Michigan in the shumake4@marshall.edu or by
MAC championship, out ofaTop 10 calling 696-3339.
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The beat of adifferent
drum

Marshall percussion professor, Steve Hall, has played
with names like Sheena Easton, Ray Charles and Roberta
Flack. His love for percussion has taken him as far as
Africa to learn to play many different African drums. Find
out about Hall's experiences...
Friday in Life!
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THURSDAY, NOV. 11, 1999

Anime Club, Movie:
Vampire Hunter D, Marco ·s,
7p.m. Contact: Andy at
522-3424
Marshall University
Accounting Club, speaker
Greg Hodges, Corbly Hall
104, 6:30 p.m. Contact:
Michael Conley at 525-3638
Campus Light Baptist
Ministries, meeting,
Memorial Student Center
2W16, 8p.m. Contact:
Dave Greear at 529-1545
Campus Light, meeting,
Campus Christian Center.
9p.m. Contact: Mark Mills
at 696-3057

Story and_
photos by
HEATHER
MOONEY

Knowledge, skill
key to ~voiding
sexual assault
'

Sexual assault is atraumatic, the community.
often life-altering experience.
RAD was developed in 1989
According to the American by Larry Nadeau, a former
Medical Association it contin- Marine and full-time police offiues to be the most rapidly grow- cer. The program's motto is
ing violent crime in America. "self-defense education is their
The U.S. Department of right and our responsibility."
Justice estimates 500,000 The class focuses on riskwomen are victims of some reduction and avoidance tacform of rape or sexual assault tics. An article in The Law
every year.
Enforcement Trainer said 90
These statistics and many percent of self-defense is avoidmore like them may paint a ance.
grim picture for women, but The information taught to the
knowledge can be aweapon. students is meant to be practiThe Marshall University cal and easy to remember.
Police Department offers apro- RAD teaches women -easy,
gram to arm women with that effective self-defense techniques. Throughout the course,
knowledge.
After their certification in the students learn and practice
course, MUPD officers Angela physical drills. They will learn,
Howell and Stanley Harper -punches, kicks and evasion
began teaching Rape tactics.
Aggression Defense (RAD) to Before students complete the
RIGHT: Apart of the class is

learning how to defend herself
when being grabbed by an
assailant.

BELOW: Putting on the

equipment is the easiest part
of the simulated attack.

,

FRIDAY, NOV. 12, 1999
class, they must successfully
defend themselves in a simulated attack.
In early October, one class
lined up on the day of attack.
They put on pads and one at a
time, walked onto the mat
where they showed off what
they had learned. Facing awall,
they waited for the attacker,
who was an instructor.
Harper, dressed in black
pads, comes up behind the students. They must prove they
can defend themselves.
"When your waiting up there
it's, kind of scary because you
don't know what he's -going to
do. But when your hitting him,
it feels pretty good," Lindsey D.
Childers, a freshman from
Pennsylvania, said.
When asked if the class was
effective, Childers said, "I felt
pretty prepared."
New on Marshall's campus,
the class can be taken by all
woman in the community, students and non-students. It also
may be taken for physical education credit. The course is free.
However, students are asked to
purchase a$10 manual.
The class does have one
requirement - you must be a
women. Howell said the program seeks to teach women to
defend themselves, not to teach
men how women are defending
themselves.
Classes are taught on a
three-week basis. Two classes
are scheduled every week for
three hours asession.
Both classes taught this
semester were full. The current
class has exceeded its capacity.
MUPD plans to continue
offering the course. However,
the next class will not begin
until spring semester 2000.
LEFT: Cherry Castle
gets her chance to take
aswing at the hand
pads while others wait
for their chance.

ABOVE: Instructor Stanley Harper, MUPD officer, teaches how
to block apunch while screaming "No."
BELOW: Lindsey Childers, MUPD Chief Jim Terry's secretary,
faces Harper during asimulated attack.

Habitat for Humanity,
meeting, Campus Christian
Center, 1p.m.

MOMJAY,
NOV. 15, 1899
Lions Club, meeting,

Memorial Student Center
2W37, 9:15 p.m. Contact:
Sarah Cavendish at 6979421
Committed to Christ, Bible
study, Campus Christian
Center, 8:15 p.m.
Committed to Christ, choir
practice, Campus Christian
Center, 9:15 p.m.

TUESDAY,
NOV. 18, 1899
Student Government

Association, meeting,
Memorial Student Center
2W29B, 4 p.m. Contact:
696-6435
Student Activities
Programming Board, meeting, Memorial Student
2W37, 3:15 p.m.
More information on RAD is night, in alleys and parks, a Center
available on-line at www.mar- high percentage of rapes occur Contact: 696-2290
shall.edu/mupdrad/.
in the victim's home or the P.R.O.W.L, meeting, Campus
Students can register for the home of someone the victim
stian Center, 9:10 p.m.
class on-line or by calling trusts. The next most likely Chri
Contact: Rev. Bob Bondurant
MUPD at 696-4357.
location of sexual assault is in a at696-3052
If you are interested in car.
researching sexual assault Many people also believe sexCetera The Marshall
sources are plentiful on-line. ual assailants are most often EtLiterary
Magazine, organiThere are many common strangers to the victim. That is
meeting, Corbly
myths concerning rape. Rob false. Approximately 80 percent zational
Hall
407,
Professor
Hall disputes many of them in of sexual assailants are known Van Kirk atContact:
696-6637
Rape in America.
to the victim.
One such myth is rape vic- Compared to many campuses, Residence Aall Programs,
tims are chosen on a basis of Marshall's campus is asafe one. "Mama's Gonna Knock You
clothing and physical appear- For over two decades, West Out,"
Holderby Hall, 9: 15
ance. Hall said that is wrong. Virginia has maintained one of p.m. Contact:
696-3193
Rape victims are chosen on a the lowest crime rates in the
basis of vulnerability.
United States.
Residence
Hall
Programs,
Another myth concerns the But things happen.
Panel," Twin
location of sexual assaults. However students can be pre- "Religious
Towers East, 9:15 p.m.
Rather than happening at pared by taking the RAD class. Contact:
696-3193
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is published every
Tuesday and Thursday in
The Parthenon. If your
organization has scheduled an upcoming event
or meeting and would like
to publish your
announcement here,
come by The Parthenon
at 311 Smith Hall or call
us at 696-6696. Deadlines
for the Tuesday calendar
will be Monday by noon.
To get published in
Thursday's calendar, turn
in your information by
noon Wednesday.

